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Abstract. Nonlinear energy sink (NES) is a passive method to achieve vibration absorption through the targeted energy
transfer (TET). NES generally have a small mass, an essentially nonlinear element, and a damper to dissipate the energy.
In this study, a nonlinear damping mechanism obtained by the geometric configuration effect is implemented on a two
degree of freedom system with the primary system excited harmonically. The dynamics of the system is investigated
using the complex averaging method (CX-A) to identify the slow and fast modulations along with the regions of strongly
modulated resonance (SMR). Periodic solutions of the system are obtained using the multi-harmonic balance method
(MHBM). It is found that the NES with geometric nonlinear damping performs better compared to the one with linear
viscous damping. This study provides insight into the use of nonlinear damping mechanisms in NES and helps to develop
efficient passive vibration absorption systems based on NES.

Introduction

NES is an essentially nonlinear element when attached to a vibrating system that can provide unidirectional

flow of vibration energy through TET. The irreversible transfer of energy concept is effectively used in several

practical applications to reduce the vibration of externally excited systems. Previous studies[1] considered the

dynamics of an impulsively-excited system with NES and restricted the nonlinear coupling terms only to the

stiffness element. In this study, a velocity displacement dependent nonlinear damping mechanism obtained by

the geometric configuration of a linear viscous damper is considered. NES with geometric nonlinear damping

is implemented on a two degree of freedom system with the primary system excited harmonically as shown in

Fig.1. The non-dimensional equations of motion for the system is given by

Figure 1: Two degree-of-freedom system with essentially nonlinear
stiffness and nonlinear damping Figure 2: Strongly modulated resonance regime
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The complex dynamics of the system are analyzed using CX-A method [2, 3] to identify the slow and fast

modulations, which help to investigate transience caused due to bifurcation of resonance capture. Periodic so-

lutions of the system are obtained using MHBM. Parametric continuation is performed to obtain the frequency

response plots. The design for NES can maximize energy transfer. It is found that even without very large

excitation force the NES with geometric nonlinear damping performs better compared to the one with linear

viscous damping. Fig.2 shows the regions of strongly modulated response (SMR), which are identified by nu-

merical simulations and CX-A. This study provides insight into the use of nonlinear damping mechanisms in

NES and helps to develop an efficient passive vibration absorption systems based on NES.
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